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SUMMARY

Helpling has interviewed some of Berlin’s cleaners and captured their stories in a video
message. Watch it to see what it's like to be a ''helpling''.

Helpling has interviewed some of Berlin’s cleaners and captured their stories in this video
message:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MiFtGna9ZnM

From former hotel cleaners to students

The helpling partners come from diverse areas. The majority of them have worked
professionally in the cleaning and hotels industries. Other include students, artists,
housewives and retirees who want to earn some money. Regardless of their professional
backgrounds, all applicants verify their skills in a multi-step application process. This way
Helpling ensures that all cleaning staff do a professional and equally good job.

Self-employed, independent, flexible

‘’Moonlighting’’ is taboo at Helpling: all cleaners have a business license and work on a
contractual basis. This working model provides them with numerous advantages:

Independence and flexibility: cleaners create their own work schedules. On each weekday
there is a window of time in which they can receive bookings. They can then accept or reject
incoming bookings at their own discretion.

Planning security: Helpling allows cleaners access to a steadily-growing customer base,
meaning they are no longer dependent on individual customers.

Contact: A team of partner managers supports our cleaners whenever they have a question
or problem. They focus solely on the concerns of the cleaning staff - for example, when the
front door of a customer can’t be found or questions on their online profiles arise.

Insurance: If during cleaning something accidentally breaks, the cleaner is insured against
damages (liability insurance).
Short commutes: The cleaners can specify the districts in which they want to work. This



eliminates long commutes.
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ABOUT HELPLING

Helpling is a fast growing company in the heart of Berlin. Our mission is to provide our customers with household
services in the most transparent and convenient way at very competitive rates. For that purpose we have created
Helpling, an online platform, where one can book a cleaner and other household service within just a few minutes.

Helpling is supported by Rocket Internet, the world’s largest internet incubator, which, alongside Zalando, Groupon
International and eDarling, has built various successful Internet companies worldwide. Helpling is currently active in
Germany and will be soon available in further markets in the near future.
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